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Abstract. There has been an increased focus on the multi-dimensional
reconstruction from variety of cultural heritage images, archeological artifacts and heritage sites. The risk due to climate change is one of the
factors in imaging specific sites located in coastal areas identified to be
in danger. Most of the approaches significantly rely on accurate and precise metadata information, which however is difficult to obtain and is
more prone to errors. We present an open, cross-platform, effective and
extensible GUI annotation tool named EpiX, exploiting the geometric
features of epipolar lines, for large photogrammetric imagery analysis.
This paper focuses on the use of EpiX for multiple research purposes,
including ground truth collection and 3D distance measurement in both
high-resolution, high throughput wide-area format video also known as
wide-area motion imagery (WAMI), applicable to acquire airborne images of archeological and heritage sites. We present our experimental
results using EpiX, and demonstrate that users could collect useful information and validate original metadata in a much shorter time compared
to other techniques accessible to archeologists and photogrammetrist, at
present.
Keywords: Cultural Heritage, Wide-area motion imagery, Annotation
Tool, Epipolar geometry
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Introduction

With the advent of affordable imaging devices and efficient processing algorithms, the use of images as the main investigation tools has become very popular even outside scientific communities[24]. Cultural heritage is no exception to
this developing phenomenon. Cultural heritage is a broad concept that covers a
diverse legacy passed down from previous generation, and it is always at risk of
perishing due to time, natural phenomena, or terrorist attacks[26]. To preserve
this precious digital information, many groups have developed three-dimensional
(3D) or four-dimensional (4D) reconstruction applications[27][28][29]. However
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to successfully apply those applications, it is required to have accurate 3D location of salient features of objects from sequential images, and precise metadata
for multiple camera views are extremely important information. In most important computer vision tasks including Structure-from-Motion (SfM), 3D reconstruction, and multi-target tracking, precise metadata is of critical value as the
observed imagery itself[25]. Currently, the task of generating the ground truth
for targets in sequential image datasets is performed manually using electronic
pen or mouse to roughly click on data images or achieved using certain basic
annotation tool[2], which may consume a large amount of time. It is inherently
difficult and expensive to execute a ground-truthing process on a large collection
of aerial wide-area motion imagery, WAMI. Several practical issues, for example
the subjective nature of GUI based tagging, parasitic inaccuracies in the GPS
(location) and IMU (orientation) measurements, and lack of up to date baseline
GIS data - all compound the challenge.
EpiX is a cross-platform measurement application that helps researchers
to conduct such tasks in a very short amount of time by creatively utilizing
computer vision theories. There are three embedded functions in EpiX: ground
truth collecting, euclidean epipolar error measurement, three-dimensional distance measurement, and one on-developing function: automatic feature tracking
and error measurement for camera parameters. Each of the four functions help
with a specific problem in WAMI.
Related Works Several annotation tools for similar purposes have been exclusively designed and developed for certain specific applications. VpView[1] was
developed by Kitware Inc. to visualize and analyze threat detection in wide-area
motion imagery and it allows users to click on certain location on the image to
mark and collect one single ground truth point per click. It is simple and effective
especially for short image sequences with lower image resolution, but it consumes
huge amount of time if applied on long image sequences with wide-area motion
imagery since it cannot adopt any information from previous images and thus
researchers have to keep changing image scale to find the exact same feature
point location.
LabelMe developed by B.C. Russel et al.[3] is a WEB-based image annotation
tool that allows researchers to label images and share the annotation s with the
world. It is simple and lightweight, sufficient for image annotation, but again it
is not suitable for WAMI since it was designed for small objects labeling and not
effective for wide-area motion imagery. A outdoor field annotation tool designed
by M.T. Eren and S. Balcisoy [2] is another image annotation tool for outdoor
field works. It provides a novel annotation technique based on three-dimensional
geometric regions and a fast modeling work-flow based on building blocks to
allow researchers to create models based on images. Though it is effective and
sufficient in modeling area, for collecting ground truth purpose, it is not efficient
enough.
In this paper we focus on the application of EpiX and the computer vision
theories behind each function. The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
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Section 2 introduces the problem statement that researchers are facing to. Section 3 presents the 3D computer vision theories behind EpiX, including threedimensional Epipolar Geometry and Bundle Adjustment. Section 4 presents the
three embedded functions in EpiX and corresponding experimental results. The
on-developing function is given in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes the paper
with some future work.

2

Problem Statement

Megapixel-sized images have become much more prevalent over the past decade
in a variety of domains including medicine, space, satellite and defense. Consequently, the need of accurate ground truth and precise metadata for computer
vision tasks on megapixel-sized image, such as accuracy evaluation of object
tracking in WAMI, large city-scale 3D reconstruction, has been a critical demand of research.
Right now collection of ground truth for megapixel-sized image are performed
manually or based on certain basic annotation tool. To label ground truth for
WAMI, researchers have to keep adjusting image scale, changing from different
regions of focus, searching for the same target, and distinguishing the target
from distractors for each individual frame through the whole sequence, which
may take a huge amount of time, due to large object displacements caused by low
frame rate sampling, massive contents due to wide area coverage and substantial
repetitive texture. In EpiX, users only need to label two initial ground truth
points, and then EpiX will help them to auto-focus on the region of interest for
all rest of the frames within the sequence with the same image scale, utilizing
epipolar geometry. In this case, user does not need to spend long time in finding
the same region, same image scale, and same ground truth point along thousands
of frames in a sequence. In our experiment, users only need two seconds on
average to label one ground truth point using EpiX, while they spend almost
ten seconds on average using other tools, like VpView[1].
The second problem many researchers are facing is, when received megapixelsized images with corresponding camera metadata, such as camera intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters, longitude/latitude information, and focal length information, there is no intuitive way to evaluate whether the metadata is valid or not.
Using invalid metadata may cause critical problems, such as failure in 3D reconstruction, and failure in Bundle Adjustment. Using EpiX, researchers could be
able to evaluate the camera metadata very efficiently and intuitively based on
euclidean error measurement function.
Distance information is very important for most of the outdoor field works,
such as photogrammetry or geographic surveying. Currently those information
can be only achieved by manually measured in actual location. Imagine a rescue excavations for urban archeology is taking place: there is limited time and
manpower before construction work starts and traditional techniques do not suffice. While with EpiX, researchers could achieve 3D distance information very
quickly be using the 3D distance measurement function. This function is based
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on the triangulation theory[18], and able to calculate the real 3D distance without reaching the actual location, which is much more convenient for researchers.
Each annotation tool has its strengths, some creates better visualization[1],
and some may emphasize on smart device use[3]. To best of our knowledge,
EpiX is the most efficient annotation tool for the three tasks above. We are also
developing more features for EpiX, and the new use of EpiX would support more
useful tools for management of WAMI data.

3

Epipolar-based Annotation Tool

The main 3D computer vision theory behind EpiX is 3D Epipolar Geometry,
which is creatively utilized to expedite the process of ground truth collection,
error measurement, and 3D distance measurement. Given a pair of images of
a static scene acquired from two distinct locations, and the observed location
of an object-point in one image, its corresponding position in the second image
is constrained to a line, based on a well known result called the epipolar lines.
It is specified by a matrix called the fundamental matrix. By computing the
fundamental matrix between two images, one can analyze the three-dimensional
structure of the scene[4].

Fig. 1: The Euclidean relationship between the two view-centered coordinate
systems. Given x in one image and the meta-data of the imaging instance, the
location of x is constrained to the line uniquely characterized by x. Thus, if
a user interactively picks x, then, a smart GUI will cue the selection ofx’ by
drawing the epi-polar line instantiated by x.
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As can be seen in figure 1, two cameras are looking at the same 3D point from
two different views. Epipolar geometry is about the intrinsic projective geometry
between two views. More concretely, it describes the geometric relations between
the three-dimensional points and their projections onto the two-dimensional images, and also the geometric relations between the projected two-dimensional
points themselves. Our purpose of using epipolar geometry is to find the corresponding points among images of the same scene but different views, and we
will explain this geometric theory closely regarding to this objective.

Point Correspondence The first principle of epipolar geometry is triangulation. Given a single image, the three-dimensional location of any visible object
point must lie on the straight line that passes through the center of projection
and the image of the object point. The determination of the intersection of two
such lines generated from two independent images if called triangulation.

Clearly, the determination of the scene position of an object point through
triangulation depends upon matching the image location of the object point in
one image to the location of the same object point in the other image. The
process of establishing such matches between points in a pair of images is called
correspondence.

At first it might seem that correspondence requires a search through the
whole image, but the epipolar constraint reduces this search to a single line. To
see this, we consider figure 1 again.

The epipole is the intersection of the line and image plane. Thus the epipole is
the image, in one camera, of the optical center of the other camera. The epipolar
plane is the plane defined by a three-dimensional point M and the optical centers
O and O0 . The epipolar line is the straight line of intersection of the epipolar
plane with the image plane. It is the image in one camera of a ray through the
optical center and image point in the other camera. All epipolar lines intersect
at the epipole.
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Fig. 2: Multiple epipolar lines intersect on target frame: target frame is the second
frame in data sequence, epipolar lines computed from frame 1 and frame 10 are
marked in blue, correspondence (intersection of two epipolar lines) is marked by
a red circle.

Thus, a point x in one image generates a line in the other on which its
corresponding point x0 must lie. We see that the search for correspondences
is thus reduced from a region to a line. This property affords huge help to
researchers in finding correspondences since we could draw multiple epipolar lines
on the target frame based on initial reference frames and due to the constrain,
all the lines should intersect on the same point, which is the correspondence on
current frame. This is illustrated in figure 2.
To calculate depth information from a pair of images we need to compute
the epipolar geometry. In the calibrated environment we capture this geometric
constraint in an algebraic representation known as the essential matrix. In the
uncalibrated environment, it is captured in the fundamental matrix.
With two views, the two camera coordinate systems are related by a rotation
R and a translation t:
x0 = Rx + t

(1)
0 0

0

Since in figure 1 we could observe that Ox, O x , and OO are coplanar, this
relationship can be written as
T

x0 Ex = 0

(2)
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where



0 −tZ tY
E =  tZ 0 −tX  · R
−tY tX 0

(3)

is the essential matrix.
In the example above, we assume the cameras are calibrated. Now suppose
the cameras are uncalibrated. Then two additional matrices A1 and A2 containing the internal parameters of the two cameras are needed to transform the
normalized coordinates into pixel coordinates:
x̄ = A1 x
x̄0 = A2 x0

(4)

This yields the following equation based on equation 2:
T

x̄0 F x̄ = 0

(5)

−1
where F =A−T
2 E A1 is the more recently discovered Fundamental matrix.
In EpiX, due to the uncalibrated cameras, fundamental matrix is what we
used to compute corresponding epipolar lines. Although we have illustrated the
epipolar lines could help to find correspondence on target frame, we haven’t
introduced how to compute a epipolar line from a known point, and the following
part will explain this concept.
Given a point m 1 that has coordinates (u1 ,v1 ) in the reference frame, based
on the fundamental constrains we just presented, its correspondence m with
coordinates (u,v) and the fundamental matrix are related by:
 
u1

u v 1 F  v1  = 0
(6)
1

where u1 , v1 and F are known entities, u and v are unknown variables. After
solving equation 6, we could get a relationship between u and v for correspondence m, which is the equation of a line in the second target plane. It is the
epipolar line on which correspondence must lie.
EpiX uses the formula above to compute the epipolar lines lying on target
frame based on the locations of pre-selected ground truth points on two reference
frames, and recognizes the intersection as the correspondence.

4

Experiments

Quantitative evaluation in both wide area motion imagery and cultural heritage
dataset is a challenging task. A dataset may contain up to tens of thousands
of images with megapixel resolution, making it extremely difficult to collect
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ground truth for such dataset. EpiX is an effective GUI application that helps
researchers to conduct such tasks in a very short amount of time by creatively
utilizing computer vision theories. There are three embedded main functions in
EpiX, Ground Truth Collection, Euclidean Epipolar Error Measurement, and 3D
Distance Measurement. Each of the three functions help with a specific problem
in WAMI. In this chapter, we will review each of those functions in details and
show some experimental results for each of them.

Fig. 3: Structure of EpiX

We applied EpiX on three datasets, including two WAMI datasets: Louisiana
dataset and Albuquerque dataset, and one cultural heritage dataset: Roman
pottery dataset.
The sample aerial WAMI data were collected (by Transparent Sky[30]) using
an aircraft with on-board pose sensors flying over five different urban areas
including downtown Albuquerque, NM. Images with resolution 6600*4400 are
taken consecutively between a very short time interval. During one flight, the
number of images taken can go up to a few thousands frames.
The reason we chose the two WAMI datasets, especially Louisiana dataset
was because the island , lsle de Jean Charles, Louisiana, is disappearing, due to
rising sea levels. The coastal island has lost 98% of its land since 1955 and right
now a football field of land, on average, falls into the Gulf each hour. The latest
scientific evidence suggests seas could rise 2 meters by the end of the century,
which could drown this entire island into the Pacific. To reserve the precious
heritage information, we applied our experiments on Louisiana dataset.
Figure 4 is one image example from a pottery model dataset, which was
captured by University of Missouri, Columbia [33]. Images were captured by a
hand-held camera with normal outdoor lighting, auto-focused and fixed exposure
setting. Figure 5 is one image example from Louisiana dataset. A ground truth
point, for example, can be the corner of any building in the image (labeled with
red circle).
To locate the x and y coordinates of such a point requires the user to identify
the building at first, but the large scale and complexity of the image makes it very
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Fig. 4: Roman pottery dataset, serial number: 2401

Fig. 5: Louisiana dataset - WAMI imagery of Jean Charles Island, recently identified to be in eminent danger of ocean warming [34]. Upper left image is the
original image, and a region of interest is marked with a red rectangle. Upper
right, bottom left, and bottom right images are zoomed-in sub-regions from original image. A ground truth point can be the corner of a house, marked with red
circle in bottom left image.
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hard to do so. In addition, since the aircraft circles in the sky while capturing
these images, each one of the images has a different angle, so the user needs to
visually re-adapt after switching to a new frame. All these difficulties together
make it extremely time-consuming to collect ground truth in a dataset that has
hundreds of images.
4.1

Auto-focusing with EpiX

As we mentioned in chapter 3, in EpiX, epipolar geometry is creatively utilized
to expedite the process of ground truth collection, and each fundamental matrix
between each pair of images in used to calculate the epipolar line in the target
image from a reference image.
Utilizing Epipolar Lines for Auto-focusing Function The idea of autofocusing is to use two images to generate epipolar lines on the rest of the images
in the entire dataset, the two intersecting lines will visually guide the user to the
target point, and the intersection of the two lines will serve as the pre-calculated
ground truth point. According to epipolar geometry, any of the two frames can
be used to generate the guiding lines, however, in practice, its better to use two
frames that are taken at two very different time points during the flight so that
the two epipolar lines will intersect at a larger angle. In this way, it is easier for
the user to observe the intersection point.
Epix was programmed to calculate which frames are the first and the middle
frames when the user load the dataset into memory, and put those two frames to
the control board. The example below is our Albuquerque, New Mexico dataset.
It has 215 frames, so frame 1 and frame 108 are chosen to be the reference
frames. The user need to manually mark the ground truth point on frame 1 and
frame 108, and Epix will use this information to generate epipolar lines on the
rest of the images. As show in the figure below, when switching to a new frame,
the intersection of two lines marks the target point, and the view is zoomed to a
reasonable degree. If the user agrees with the automatically marked point, he can
directly click the Next Frame button, and the coordinates of the automatically
marked point will be saved as the result. And, of course, if the user is not satisfied
with it, he can always manually correct the location.
In addition, when switching from the current frame to another one, EpiX
calculates the difference between the coordinates of the two target points, and
translates the view-port so that the interest area will always stay in the middle.
In this way, the user only spends a few seconds on each frames, and the overall
execution time will be largely reduced by hours.
Figure 6 shows an example of utilizing epipolar lines for auto-focusing function. Two red points on left image represent two pre-selected corresponding
ground truth points, which are matched to each other, on frame 1 and middle
frame of whole image sequence, separately (see Figure 6a and Figure 6c). Then
based on those pre-selected two points pixel coordinate information and corresponding camera parameters, EpiX is able to compute and indicate the two
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corresponding epipolar lines on target frame, which is frame 2 in this example.
The intersection of those two epipolar lines, marked be a red circle on right
image, is the estimated matched ground truth point and marked automatically
with a green cycle (see Figure 6b and Figure 6d).

(a) Reference frame

(c) Reference frame

(b) Target frame

(d) Target frame

Fig. 6: Auto-focusing function Interface, (a)(b):pottery dataset, (c)(d): Louisiana
dataset. In reference frames (a) and (c), two corresponding ground truth points
are marked with red dots and locations. In target frames (b) and (d), two computed epipolar lines are shown in blue, and correspondence is marked with red
circle.

Export Collected Data EpiX exports collected ground truth data into kw18
format[8], which is defined by Kitware Inc.. Fields name of the format can be
modified according to need meanwhile the number of columns should remain the
same so that the file can be read by all the other software from Kitware Inc.. In
EpiX, the most important data recorded in the file are the coordinates of the
ground truth points.
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Fig. 7: Example of a kw18 file

4.2

Euclidean Epipolar Error Measurement

In aerial WAMI, the fast Bundle Adjustment for Sequential imagery (BA4S)
pipeline[9] is used for refinement of noisy camera metadata measurements available from IMU and GPS sensors. Re-projection error is commonly used for the
evaluation of such systems, however, its not an appropriate measure for BA4S
since outliers, in this case, have not been not eliminated. In Epix we introduce a
pixel-based error measure called Euclidean Epipolar Error (EEE)[22] to evaluate
the quality of refined camera parameters.
A track of image-based manual ground truth points are generated for the
entire dataset and loaded into memory from Load GT points button. When
switched to a certain frame l, the fundamental matrices between l and other
frames are directly computed using the extrinsic camera parameters. Then, the
corresponding epipolar lines are computed and plotted in the current frame. The
sum of the perpendicular Euclidean distances between each epipolar lines and
the ground truth point of the current frame divided by the number of frames is
the error measurement, and its displayed on the current frame near the ground
truth point. Two examples of ground truth validation can be found in Figure 8a
and Figure 8b.
4.3

3D Distance Measurement

Another useful function in EpiX is distance measurement. This function recovers
distance information between points in 3D space.
Same as the previous functions in EpiX, after loading metadata into the
program memory for the target dataset, the user can open the control panel
to begin operation. Our distance measurement is based on the triangulation
function in OpenCV. This function reconstructs the 3D coordinates of a point
by using its observations with two cameras under stereo setting[10]. Even though
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(b)

Fig. 8: Ground truth validation interface examples: multiple epipolar lines intersect on the correspondence

our aerial images are not taken with stereo cameras, we have the camera pose
information when each image was taken, so it can be treat as equivalent.
Multi-pair Measurement As shown in Figure 9a and Figure 9b, two images
in the dataset are presented to the user from the left to the right on the control
panel, and all the user have to do it to use the mouse to mark the target points
in both of the images. Multiple pair of points can be measured at the same
time as shown below. Each pair will be connected by by red lines, and the
points are marked with numbers so there is no visual confusion. The results are
shown on the right side of the control panel, including the XYZ coordinates
of the points and the distances. They can be shown in either imperial unit or
metric unit. The user is given the freedom to switch each of the two images
among the dataset because the target points might not be visible from certain
angles. When occlusion occurs, user could switch any other image to perform
the distance measurement.
4.4

3D reconstruction results using metadata

In figure 10, we showed three 3D reconstruction results for all three datasets:
Albuquerque, Louisiana, and Elan using BA4S[31] + PMVS[32].

5

Automatic Feature Tracking, Camera Metadata
Validation, and Error Measurement

Unlike what we have mentioned in 4.3, euclidean epipolar error measurement,
which is only able to show the epipolar error intuitively to users, now we are
developing a new function for EpiX: automatic feature tracking and error measurement for camera parameters. This function allows users to track the same
feature point along whole sequential images automatically using different feature
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9: Multi-pair measurement interface: 3 measurements in (a) pottery dataset,
and (b) Louisiana dataset. Each measurement is marked in red line segment
together with two endpoints, one in green and one in blue. Each pair of points
in two images with the same label are matched feature points. Distance for each
line segment is displayed on the right side.
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Fig. 10: 3D reconstruction results for Louisiana dataset (left), and pottery
dataset (right).BA4S[31] + PMVS[32] were applied on images together with
precise metadata.

detectors and feature descriptors and compute errors based on known ground
truth for evaluation. Also it could be applied to check the accuracy of camera
parameters before/after Bundle Adjustment for further use.
5.1

Automatic Feature Tracking and Evaluation

Many feature detectors and descriptors were exclusively designed for a specific
application[12]. Their performances can be greatly affected by input data. It
is most unlikely that one feature detector combined with one descriptor will
outperform the others in all applications. Additionally, precise feature detection
and matching are crucial for SfM and 3D reconstruction, so it is important to
find a detector-descriptor combination that performs well for this application.
The on-developing function in EpiX could adopt different combinations of
different feature detectors, such as Features from Accelerated Segment Test
(FAST)[13], Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)[14], Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF)[15], and Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints
(BRISK)[16], and different feature descriptors, such as SIFT, SURF, and BRISK
to evaluate and compare for SfM and bundle adjustment.
Work-flow We use the pixel distance to measure errors in each correspondence
(match pair) in the dataset (see Figure 11) for features. The feature extraction
methods were run on an aerial imagery dataset, WAMI, over Albuquerque downtown. After feature extraction, each extracted feature point was compared with
corresponding known ground truth point and the pixel distance between two
points were used as an error metric.
Evaluation Refer to our another paper[17], we were able to evaluate performance for different combinations of feature detectors and feature descriptors for
further use.
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Fig. 11: Feature evaluation metrics

5.2

Camera Metadata Validation and Error Measurement

Many image datasets were collected without useful camera metadata, and researchers have to apply SfM algorithm to roughly estimate it. Even some datasets
came along with camera metadata, those metadata may be invalid or not accurate enough for 3D reconstruction or other purpose. Due to those reasons, we
also apply another function in EpiX, which is camera metadata validation and
error measurement.

Work-flow The work-flow of this function is similar to automatic feature tracking and evaluation but with little difference (see Figure 12). In this function, the
feature point was selected at the beginning frame and middle frame in the sequence, then in each of the rest frames, the epipolar lines were calculated and
the intersection point was computed. Then the pixel distance between two points
were used as an error metric.

Fig. 12: Camera metadata validation
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This approach could be applied before Bundle Adjustment for camera metadata validation, and it could be used after Bundle Adjustment as well for evaluating the accuracy of results from SfM algorithm.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

EpiX is demonstrated to be a flexible annotation tool for exploratory analysis of cultural heritage dataset since it provides multiple effective and efficient
functions for several specific tasks. Especially before applying 3D reconstruction
for certain heritage, EpiX could quickly help users to obtain accurate metadata
and useful length information. More concretely, the auto-focusing function using epipolar geometry dramatically reduces the time needed for ground truth
collection. The euclidean epipolar error measurement function could intuitively
indicate whether camera metadata is valid and accurate or not. The 3D length
measurement function enables users to measure the height or length of certain heritage very precisely, even if the length they attempt to measure is not
possible in practice. The fourth on-developing function already allows users to
calculate the error for feature detecting, matching, and tracking. All the above
functions could allow users to obtain useful information about certain heritage
in a much shorted amount of time compared with current common techniques.
Future improvements include full support for camera metadata validation and
error measurement function, deploying SfM and Bundle Adjustment into EpiX,
and applying more methods/algorithms for error measurement. A new use of
EpiX would also support more useful tools for summarization and management
of cultural heritage data.
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Appendix

EpiX is not only a powerful and flexible annotation tool for cultural heritage
dataset, but also every effective and efficient tool for large WAMI data. In appendix A we will demonstrate some of our results for WAMI dataset.
Figure 13 is one image example from Albuquerque dataset. A ground truth
point is marked by a red circle.

Fig. 13: One image example from Albuquerque dataset

Figure 14 demonstrates the auto-focusing function on WAMI dataset.

Fig. 14: Multiple epipolar lines intersect on Albuquerque image: target frame is
the second frame in data sequence, computed epipolar lines from frame 1 and
frame 108 are marked in blue, correspondence (intersection of two epipolar lines)
is marked by a red circle.
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Figure 15 shows the distance measurement interface on Albuquerque dataset.

Fig. 15: Multi-pair measurement interface: 5 measurements in Albuquerque
dataset. Each measurement is marked in red line segment together with two
endpoints, one in green and one in blue. Each pair of points in two images with
the same label are matched feature points. Distance for each line segment is
displayed on the right side.

